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Introduction and Results
Let P be a linear partial differential operator in R n with C°° coefficients and z be a point in T*(/2 n ). Pis said to be microhypoelliptic at z if z^WF (Pu) implies z£WFu for any u^& '. For z=(*°, f°)eT*(JB n ), z£WFu if there exists a function 0<=C°S(R n ) with 0=1 near #° and a conic neighborhood Then L is also microhypoelliptic at any z=(x°, y°; 0, 07°) with \y°\=l.
In the case where /l^ra, Proposition 1.1 completes the proof of Theorem Here we supposed that ||| 1 rj\ ^0 and £ is the symbol of L. In the case where Km, we shall see that (A.5) are satisfied under the additional condition (A.4).
We give the proof of Proposition 1.1 in Section 1, by refining microlocally Section 3 of [5] . In Section 2, we show that (A. 
Recall that $(x, y)=X(x)(/>(y).
Noticing that the support of [L, 1~\fu does not intersect {^=0}, it follows that Here we supposed that 0<r / <r<l. We define a n (f]} and j9(j;) as follows:
where n is a positive integer.
Choose r>0 sufficiently small such that suppa n^F i and / §(^. Then we have the following lemma. 
Remark. In general, c n = O(n~k) means that there exists a constant B such that \C H \ <LBn~k, when n is large.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our consideration to the case where p=q=Q since the proof in the other case is similar. Let us take w=Lv and consider the following estimate:
where <^>=(1+ -q 2 ) 1/2 . Recall that c~ln^\r]\<cn for Tyesuppa^. Since a -I on FjHil^l^l}, we obtain the desired estimate in view of (2.7). Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.2. It holds that for any positive number s.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Our arguments in the proof of the above lemma is quite analogous to those in Section 3 of Morioka [5] . So we refer to [5] Remark. In (2.9)-(2.13), /£ is an arbitrary positive constant and each C, are independent of the choice of K.
Take cj g =n cl/2)cipl " i(zl) . Then for any s>0 there exists a large integer N such that and (2.15) hold for Take w n , P , q =c% q v n , p , q and observe that c^--=n~c l/2K1^i " |y|) cg +^.g+ ,. Let s>0 be a given number. We choose N such that (2.14) and (2.15) hold. Then from (2.8)-(2.13) we have for any e>0 (2.16) by taking K sufficiently large.
Summing up the both sides of (2.16) with respect to (/>, q) satisfying p+q\ , then we see that (2.17) where n,piq, Wn,p,q), By Garding's inequality with respect to y variable, £»Ar, 7i^O holds for sufficiently large n. with 5=2/r, when |v|^2/. When (y|>2/, we have the above estimate with 3=2//(2/-fl). Since max(2/r, 2; /(2; +!))<!, we see that (B.2) holds. Now in view of Lemma 3.2, the proof of Proposition 3.1 is completed.
